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My 
Mission

Experiment – and push limits of 
comfort – in search of more 

effective recycling education.



The Questions, the Plan, the Theory

The Questions

• Has recycling education 
been working?

• How could it be improved?

• What is it going to take?

• What if…?

The Plan

1. Show up to households 
(unannounced) and audit 
their recycling.

2. Literally sort their 
recycling and leave the 
contamination items 
behind (outside the 
recycling bin) for the 
resident to see.

3. Send a letter/guide to 
resident advising on 
better recycling.

4. Return and see if they do 
better the next time.

The Theory

Bringing recycling 
education directly to 
the individual – and 

making it tangible
(showing them their own 

contamination) – will 
improve recycling habits.



Trial #1

Video



Trial #1
Response to Trial #1

• Nextdoor App

• Resident contacted city (called front desk).



“We saw a man today going through our 

recycling bin, while another man was 

video taping.   They removed some items 

and placed them in a bag next to the bin 

and then went to the next house.  They 

didn’t do all the neighbors because the 

recycle truck came and took the bins 

before they had a chance.  Does anyone 

know what this is about?”



“They said they were with the city of 

Waukesha doing a report on recycling.”

“Interesting that their report includes 

removing items and placing them at the 

curb. ”

“Ummmm. That’s just wrong. Were there 

specific items on the curbside that had 

something in common with each of the 

houses?  Maybe we shouldn’t be thinking 

so logical since it is so illogical!”

“Agreed, something isn’t right”



“…Very weird.  I kind of hate that 

the contents of our trash are 

considered abandoned property and 

are fair game to the public to go 

through.  Film them next time!”

“He is welcome to go through it (with 

his BARE hands) but he didn’t have 

to leave items on the curb.”

“…I just hate that someone made you 

feel so uncomfortable in your own 

home.”

“Probably identifying items not 

suppose to be in the recycling which 

is often done”



“Us too someone is going through the 

recycle bins, then leaving the stuff in 

the sidewalk.”

“But why would they video if they 

were just collecting?”

“It is illegal to remove things from 

recycle bins.  I would call the police

and report it.”



“Call Dustin Nolan at City Hall and 

ask him about this activity you saw.  

You may still need to call the Police 

Department too, depending on what 

Dustin says.”





Reset
Regroup, Rethink, Reset

• Lessons Learned

 This is not as care free as I hoped.

 Be prepared may not be welcomed.

 Be prepared it may go viral.

• Sustainments

 Do it again anyway.



Trial #2

Trial #2 
Initial Inspection





























Success!

Send follow-up letters!









Trial #2

Return Inspection

















Trial #2
Observations/Results

• Improved recycling – yes.

• Fewer bins out.

 Some bins for first time.

• Almost no mail/papers.



Satisfied?

What to do next?



Trial #3
One More Push

• “All-In Effort”

• Changes

 Pre-notice to residents

 Planned time to inspect in evening.

 No cameras.

 Solo.









Trial #3
Scope

• 19 notices left

• 1 encounter (last house)



Social 
Media
Post

City of Waukesha Facebook Post



Recycling contamination is becoming a large problem. 

Unfortunately, many residents are putting items in their 

recycle bin that are simply not recyclable. This is costly and 

can contaminate other items that are recyclable. 

To help us all become more aware, the City will be 

conducting a study to review the items that are being 

placed in recycle bins. We will share with you the most 

common items that are incorrectly placed in the recycle bin. 

In the meantime, do your part and remember to keep it 

simple when it comes to recycling:

https://waukesha-wi.gov/recycling-guide-jan-2019

https://waukesha-wi.gov/DocumentCenter/View/9114/recycling-guide-jan-2019


Social 
Media
Post

City of Waukesha Facebook Post

The response…



“…I think a good place to start would 

be to expand what is acceptable to 

recycle and what can be picked up at 

the curb, and pick up recyclables 

every week!”

“Then stop putting restrictions on 

garbage pickups”



“It would really help if recycling was 

picked up weekly!”

“…somehow they’ve spilled some of 

my recycles, and then just leave it all 

over, don’t bother picking it up!”

“Maybe if they can learn to not break 

our bins first than they can ask us to 

do them a favor, kind of annoyed 

they don’t take our Garbage because 

THEY dropped the bin and shattered 

the lid..but I will still do my best to 

recycle for Mother Nature!

“Get me started…they drop the bins 

mid air rather than set them down.  I 

see it all the time.”



“Spend money on weekly pickups 

instead of studies please”

“Can’t wait to hear the results!”



“…Not everyone.  I have to purchase 

a larger can to accommodate our 

family.”

“I almost think the city could recycle 

every week and do trash every 

other.”

“Plastic bags can be recycled at 

Walmart!”



“Also the trash bins need to be as 

large as the recycling.”

“The purpose of the smaller bins is to 

get you to reduce your waste and 

recycle more.  I have the largest 

recycle bin and a smaller garbage 

bin.  We always fill our recycle bin 

but rarely fill the garbage”

“We had to pay to upscale.”



“…Must be nice.  But I have 4 adults 

and 2 children living in my home and 

the trash fills up fast.”



“The key is to Reduce, reuse, recycle 

and in that order.  Reduce is first by 

purchasing items with little or no 

waste.  …Reuse is second… …Then 

lastly is recycle which should be the 

last resort… Sadly we seem to skip 

the first two and move straight to 

recycling.”

“…telling someone how to live 

their life will get you nowhere 

fast.”



“We have video of people not only 

digging through our recyclables 

pulling items out that we thought 

were recyclable, like gift bags and 

clean plastic cupcake containers.  

But they were also going through our 

actual garbage taking photos ?!?  Felt 

like an invasion of privacy!  JS”

“…what?  That’s crazy.  Are they paid 

by the hour?  Not relevant, but 

wondering”

“…honestly, we’re curious about the 

being paid by the hour as well 

because they literally spent like 25 

minutes doing this while stopping to 

talk, laugh…capture more pictures, 

talk, stand still, talk laugh and 

slowly walk to the next bin!”



Trial #3
Time to Do It

• Called my lawyer.

• Ventured out anyway.

• Strategies:

 Daylight

 Moved city vehicle with me as I walked…put back gate up

 Didn’t take any photos

 Held a bag and clipboard

 Did not peak in any trash bins

 Wore a baseball hat



Trial #3
Observations/Results

• Overall?

 Went well with interactions!

 One guy asked me “Are you going to do mine?” (wanted me to)

 Invited!

• Not all carts out and not a ton of trash within them.

• Cold – tape didn’t stick.

• One worried resident from pre-notice? – no carts out.



The Next 
Day…

Phone Call From WTMJ 4

6 PM News Story

https://www.tmj4.com/news/local-news/the-problem-seems-to-be-getting-worse-over-time-waukesha-analyzing-recycling-contamination


The Day 
After 

That…

Phone Call From Local Newspaper:

The Waukesha Freeman





Conclusions:
What I 

Observed…
…About Messaging/Communicating

1) The power of social media is real.

2) The combination and compounding of media is effective.

3) Citizens do read notices and letters.

4) Citizens rarely follow-up to the source of their concern if they go 
on viral tirades.

5) Citizens rarely follow-up to personal appeals and offers to 
discuss.



Conclusions:
What I 

Observed…
…About Going to Their Homes

1) It genuinely makes people uncomfortable approaching them at 
their homes.

a) Except…it sometimes excites them, too?

b) It can make them feel a part of something important?

c) It feels like they are getting attention?

2) People are very worried about ID theft.

3) Cameras/video recording is everywhere, always.  Households 
and handhelds.

4) People get confused as to what your purpose is – what you are 
trying to do.



Conclusions:
What I 

Observed…
…About People’s Waste Habits

1) Garbage is personal.

a) When you are talking about waste habits, you are inevitably talking 
about lifestyle.

2) Pride is real.

a) Pride in possessions.

b) Pride in affluence.

c) Pride in tax paying.

3) Home janitorial routines are also personal.

a) Plastic bag system in house.

b) Paper bag system in house.

c) Keeping bins clean.



“The key is to Reduce, reuse, recycle 

and in that order.  Reduce is first by 

purchasing items with little or no 

waste.  …Reuse is second… …Then 

lastly is recycle which should be the 

last resort… Sadly we seem to skip 

the first two and move straight to 

recycling.”

“…telling someone how to live 

their life will get you nowhere 

fast.”



This “Study”
Fair Criticisms

1) Not very scientific.

2) Made it up as I went.

3) Focused on forcing the interactions more than the follow-
up/results of the actual recycling.

4) Still played some aspects soft.

5) Maybe would have used a different title?



Door-to-
Door 

Recycling 
Education

Recommendations

1) Make it known you are coming – not secretive.

2) Wear a vest and look as official as you can.

3) Bring a buddy if you can.

4) Choose good weather.

5) Know your timing with the recycling truck.

6) Bring a spare bin to help sort full bins.

7) Be prepared to stop immediately and move-on entirely.

8) Must follow-up with correspondence to be effective.



Door-to-
Door 

Recycling 
Education

Is it worthwhile?  I say yes.

1) Direct communication/education.

2) Using the “garbage is personal” advantageously.

3) Tangible contamination (visual and hands-on).

4) Sends message that city is taking this serious.

5) Word spreads!

6) Literally source separating/helping the cause (tiny bit).

Considering all the above…even if it’s tiny in quantity… 

and slow going…I say its worth it.



While wandering a deserted beach at dawn, I saw a man in the 
distance bending and throwing as he walked the endless stretch 
towards me.  As he came near, I could see that he was throwing 
starfish, abandoned on the sand by the tide, back to the sea.  When 
he was close enough, I asked him why he was working so hard at 
this strange task.  He said the sun would dry the starfish and they 
would die.  

I said to him I thought he was foolish.  There were thousands of 
starfish on miles and miles of beach.  One man alone could never 
make a difference.  He smiled as he picked up the next starfish. 
Hurling it far into the sea he said, “It makes a difference for this 
one.” 

- The Starfish Story



Dustin 
Nolan

dnolan@waukesha-wi.gov

262-524-3593

mailto:dnolan@waukesha-wi.gov

